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We report on measurements of total cross sections for positron scattering from the fundamental molecule
formic acid �HCOOH�. In this case, the energy range of our experimental work is 0.3–50.2 eV. Our interpre-
tation of these data was somewhat complicated by the fact that at room temperature, formic acid vapor consists
of about 95% monomer and 5% dimer forms, so that the present cross sections represent an average for that
ensemble. To assist us in interpreting the data, rigorous Schwinger multichannel level calculations for positron
elastic scattering from the formic acid monomer were also undertaken. These calculations, incorporating an
accurate model for the target polarization, are found to be in good qualitative agreement with our measured
data, particularly when allowance is made for the target beam mixture �monomer versus dimer� in the
experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The seminal paper of Boudaiffa et al. �1� questioned the
belief that ballistic impacts were responsible for the majority
of cell and tissue damage when ionizing radiation, such as
positrons used in positron emission tomography �PET�, en-
ters the body. Indeed it is now accepted that when this high-
energy ionizing radiation enters the body, it liberates many
low-energy secondary electrons that can in turn attach to the
various components of DNA �i.e., the bases, sugars, and wa-
ter�. Through the process of dissociative attachment, this
leads to single or double DNA strand breaks, or the forma-
tion of free radicals, which through chemical reactions with
DNA can also lead to strand breaking �1�. It is therefore not
surprising that significant recent work has been devoted to
electron scattering from biomolecules in general and formic
acid �HCOOH� in particular. These formic acid studies have
been both experimentally �2–6� and theoretically based �7–9�
and have yielded much important information on its disso-
ciation dynamics and absolute cross-section measurements.
Note that formic acid, the simplest organic acid, is thought to
play a major role in the formation of the larger biomolecules
such as glycine and acetic acid. Furthermore, the formate
group �–COOH� is a key component of more complex bio-
molecules including some of the amino acids.

We stress here that the mechanisms leading to biological
damage are quantitatively different for positrons and elec-
trons. In fact, while positron and electron total cross sections
merge at energies above a few keV, they are quite different at

energies below a few tens of eV �10�. Qualitatively, the pres-
ence of the positronium formation channel makes an even
larger difference for positron scattering, as in diagnostic and
real treatment situations the final fate of the positrons is to be
annihilated inside the organic tissue, which adds the ionizing
effects of the annihilation gamma rays.

Our knowledge with respect to positron scattering from
formic acid is, however, rather poor. Hence we have under-
taken this joint theoretical and experimental study. Formic
acid represents an excellent system for benchmarking
positron-molecule interactions. It is highly polar �1.41 D�
and has a large dipole polarizability ��22.5 a.u.�, yet it is a
small enough molecule to render quite sophisticated calcula-
tions, which need to account for these and other physical
effects, tractable. For example, the overall potential experi-
enced by the positron during the collision comes from adding
the negative polarization potential to the positive static one.
If both potentials are equivalently strong, this cancellation
becomes very sensitive to small errors in their construction.
Hence accurate experimental data, such as we report here,
can be invaluable in assisting the development of theory.

In this paper, we continue our experimental investigations
into positron scattering from important biomolecules by con-
sidering formic acid, having previously reported results on
water �11�, tetrahydrofuran �10�, and 3-hydroxy-
tetrahydrofuran �12�. In the next section, we briefly describe
the experimental details of our measurements, while in Sec.
III, the current theory and our relevant computational details
are provided. Thereafter, in Sec. IV, our theoretical and ex-
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perimental results are presented and discussed. Finally, in
Sec. V, some conclusions from the present study are drawn.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES

The current positron spectrometer was developed by
Zecca and co-workers and has already been previously de-
scribed in some detail �13�. As a consequence, we do not
repeat that detail here, except to note that our source of pos-
itrons is a radioactive 22Na isotope that is employed in con-
junction with a tungsten moderator. We further note that it is
standard practice in our laboratory, as a check to the validity
of our measurement techniques and procedures, to perform
preliminary measurements from molecular nitrogen �N2�.
Molecular nitrogen was chosen because of the availability of
a nice set of data from Hoffman et al. �14�, against which we
could benchmark our results. In general, excellent agree-
ment, over the common energy range and to within the re-
spective cited errors, was found between the present e+-N2
total cross sections and those from Hoffman et al. �14�.

The basis of the present measurements is the Beer-
Lambert law, as given by

I1 = I0 exp�− �P1 − P0�L�

kT
� , �1�

where I1 is the positron beam count rate at P1, the pressure
measured with HCOOH routed to the scattering cell, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature of the gas �in K�,
� is the total cross section, I0 is the positron beam count rate
at P0, the pressure with the HCOOH diverted to the vacuum
chamber, and L is the length of the scattering region.

For a correct application of Eq. �1�, several important pre-
cautions need to be taken and care must be exercised during
the measurements. Those considerations include minimizing
double-scattering events and ensuring that the total cross sec-
tions �TCSs� are pressure-independent. These were achieved
by keeping the ratio I1 / I0 to values larger than 0.7 and by
checking the linearity of the plots of ln�I1 / I0� versus pressure
at selected energies. In addition, high-purity formic acid was
used throughout this study, with several freeze-pump-thaw
cycles employed to ensure it was appropriately degassed.
Nonetheless, room-temperature formic acid does present
some challenges to the experimentalist. Foremost among
them is that the formic acid sample will consist of both its
dimer and monomer forms, with the degree of dimerization
depending on the pressure and temperature of the HCOOH
sample �15�. Following the prescription of Taylor and Bruton
�16�, the % dimer target composition as a function of sample
pressure, at room temperature ��24 °C�, can be calculated
with the result of this process being given in Fig. 1. Figure 1
indicates that for the typical sample pressures of this study, a
beam composition of �5% dimer and 95% monomer is ex-
pected, so that the present TCSs represent an average for that
ensemble. The formic acid monomer also has two stable pla-
nar forms, the cis and trans isomers. The energy difference
between the two isomers in the gas phase is 1365 cm−1

�0.169 eV� �4�, so that a Boltzmann calculation of the popu-
lation ratio at room temperature indicates a clear predomi-

nance of the trans form ��1000 times more abundant� in our
sample.

The geometrical length of the scattering region is
22.1�0.1 mm, with apertures of 1.5 mm diameter at both
the entrance and exit of the scattering chamber �13�. End
effects �10� were also considered in the current investigation.
It has been demonstrated �17�, however, that the effects due
to the entrance and exit apertures cancel if the two apertures
have equal diameters, so that in our geometry their contribu-
tion to the uncertainty in the value of L is possibly less than
0.2%. In our application of Eq. �1�, the value of L used has
been corrected to account for the path increase caused by the
gyration of the positrons in the focusing axial magnetic field
��8–10 G� present in the scattering region �typically this
correction was �5% here�. The gyration of the projectile
particles can also potentially increase the angular resolution
error with respect to the no-field case �18�. However, abso-
lute differential cross sections for e+-HCOOH scattering are
not currently known, so that a correction for this effect can-
not be made. We note that if such differential cross sections
were available, then the true TCS would be somewhat larger
than the values published in Table I and Figs. 2 and 3 with no
correction. We further note that, at worst, we estimate the
angular resolution of the present apparatus to be �0.017 rad.

It is essential in these types of studies that the energy
scale is calibrated accurately. The zero for the energy scale,
in the absence of the target gas, was determined here with a
retarding potential analysis of the beam �19�. This measure-
ment suggests a probable error of �0.2 eV in our energy
scale, and an energy width of the positron beam of �0.3 eV
�full width at half-maximum�. It is also crucial to measure
accurately the scattering cell pressure, which was achieved
with a MKS Baratron capacitance manometer �Model 628B,
1 Torr full scale� operated at 100 °C. Since the scattering
chamber was at room temperature �24�2 °C�, a thermal
transpiration correction has been applied to the pressure
readings. This correction has been calculated according to
the model of Takaishi and Sensui �20�, and is less than 10%
over the entire energy range. The value of the formic acid
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FIG. 1. % dimer target composition as a function of formic acid
sample pressure �Torr� at room temperature �24 °C�.
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molecular diameter used in this correction was taken from
Vizcaino et al. �4�, and was 3.8 Å.

The data collection and analysis codes were driven by
software developed at the University of Trento, for applica-
tion on a personal computer. Measurement time at each dis-
crete energy was about 1 h, with each point being the aver-
age of typically 100 single determinations. Note that the
standard deviation of that average was also calculated from
these data, with these errors being given in Table I along
with the present TCSs. The positron beam obtained with our
apparatus �13� is typically very stable over times �1 month,
and all the TCS results reported were taken under stable
positron beam conditions. The absolute errors on our mea-
surements �not given in Table I� were evaluated as the root of
the quadratic sum of the contributing errors. A detailed dis-
cussion of these contributions is given elsewhere �21�, and in
the references contained within that paper. Note that the un-
certainty in the thermal transpiration and B-field corrections
is �0.3%, with the uncertainty in these corrections being

treated as additional sources of systematic error. Clearly they
do not contribute significantly to the overall systematic un-
certainty in our measurements. Indeed we further note that
the absolute TCS errors on our formic acid data were typi-
cally in the range 5–9 %, with the larger errors only occur-
ring at the lowest energies.

III. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To compute the elastic cross sections, we employed the
Schwinger multichannel method �SMC� developed for study-
ing positron-molecule collisions. This method has been de-
scribed in detail in several publications �22–24� and so here
we will only discuss those points that are relevant to the
present calculations.

The working expression to the scattering amplitude is

f�k� f,k�i� = −
1

2�
�
m,n

	Sk� f

V
�m��d−1�mn	�n
V
Sk�i

� , �2�

where

TABLE I. The present experimental total cross sections �10−16 cm2� for positron scattering from formic
acid. The errors given represent one standard deviation on the measured cross section at a given energy.

Positron
energy
�eV�

Cross section
�10−20 m2� Positron

energy
�eV�

Cross section
�10−20 m2�

Value Error Value Error

0.3 161.0 10.6 6.95 17.1 0.4

0.35 154.9 13.8 7.2 16.2 0.5

0.4 113.2 7.6 7.45 15.7 0.6

0.5 109.1 11.9 7.7 16.8 0.5

0.6 82.2 5.3 7.95 16.4 0.1

0.7 70.8 4.2 8.2 16.3 0.4

0.8 62.1 3.6 8.45 16.3 0.1

0.9 57.3 1.3 8.7 16.2 0.6

1.0 49.5 1.9 9.2 16.3 0.4

1.1 48.1 3.2 9.7 16.6 0.2

1.2 46.5 1.8 10.2 16.1 0.2

1.3 44.9 1.1 11.2 16.1 0.1

1.6 36.3 1.9 12.2 15.9 0.2

1.8 31.6 1.2 13.2 15.6 0.6

2.2 28.9 0.8 14.2 15.1 0.1

2.7 25.7 1.0 15.2 15.4 0.1

3.2 22.2 0.5 16.7 14.8 0.2

3.7 21.5 1.4 20.2 14.8 0.2

4.2 19.1 1.0 22.2 14.4 0.2

4.45 18.7 0.6 24.7 14.8 0.1

4.7 18.3 0.7 28.2 14.6 0.0

5.2 17.9 0.4 31.7 14.3 0.4

5.45 17.8 0.1 37.7 14.0 0.3

5.7 17.1 0.3 40.2 13.7 0.1

5.95 17.0 0.3 43.2 13.2 0.2

6.2 16.8 0.6 45.2 12.9 0.4

6.45 16.5 0.1 50.2 12.5 0.3

6.7 16.6 0.4
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dmn = 	�m
A�+�
�n� �3�

and

A�+� = QĤQ + PVP − VGP
�+�V . �4�

In the above equations, 
Sk�i,f
� is a solution of the unperturbed

Hamiltonian H0 �the kinetic energy of the incoming positron
plus the target Hamiltonian� and is a product of a target state
and a plane wave, V is the interaction potential between the
incident positron and the electrons and nuclei of the target,

�m� is a set of �N+1�-particle configuration state functions
�CSFs� used in the expansion of the trial scattering wave

function, Ĥ=E−H is the total energy of the collision minus
the full Hamiltonian of the system, with H=H0+V, P is a
projection operator onto the open-channel space defined by
the target eigenfunctions, and GP

�+� is the free-particle Green’s
function projected onto the P space. Finally, Q�=1− P� is the
projector onto the closed electronic channels of the target.

The direct space is composed by CSFs of the form:


�i� = 
�1� � 
�i� , �5�

where 
�1� represents the ground state of the molecule ob-
tained at the Hartree-Fock level and 
�i� is a one-particle
function that represents the incoming positron. The set com-
posed by these one-particle functions is used as the scattering
orbitals. Note that the calculations performed in the static
approximation consider only CSFs from the direct space and
the set of scattering orbitals 
�i� can therefore be represented
by the virtual orbitals �VOs� obtained in a Hartree-Fock cal-
culation.

Polarization effects are incorporated in the calculations by
enlarging the direct space by using CSFs of the closed space.
These CSFs are constructed as


�ij� = 
�i� � 
� j� , �6�

where 
�ij� is obtained by making single �virtual� excitations
of the target from the ground state used as a reference state.
These excitations are virtual in the sense that they do not
allow any energy transfer �in the asymptotic region� between
the positron and the target. Furthermore, the target initial and
final states correspond to the molecular ground state, and
therefore the collision is purely elastic �i.e., all inelastic
channels are closed.� The 
� j� is again here a one-particle
function. The choice of the orbitals to represent the particle
�unoccupied� orbitals and scattering orbitals will be dis-
cussed below.

Our present calculations were performed in the static and
in the static plus polarization approximations in the Cs sym-
metry group. We used the ground-state equilibrium geometry
of the trans-isomer, as given in Ref. �25�. Further, we em-
ployed the 6-311+ + �3d ,1p� basis set in both the bound state
and the scattering calculations.

As noted above, to take polarization effects into account,
we considered single excitations from the hole �occupied�
orbitals to a set of particle �unoccupied� orbitals. In the
present calculations, we considered all the occupied orbitals
as hole orbitals. The choice of orbital to represent the particle
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The present experimental total cross sec-
tions �10−16 cm2� for positron scattering from formic acid. The lines
are the least-squares fits to the two subsets of points on the right and
left, where the division is chosen to give the largest ratio of the
slope on the left to the slope on the right, subject to the condition
that each subset contains at least 10 points. The lines intersect at
4.3 eV.
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for positron scattering from formic acid. The static level �---�, static
plus Born dipole correction �–·–�, static plus polarization �·—·�, and
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are shown.
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and scattering orbitals, in order to construct a closed space
that is not too large but is able to describe properly the po-
larization effects, is crucial. In this respect, we chose to em-
ploy the modified virtual orbitals �MVOs� �26�. These MVOs
were generated by diagonalizing a +4 cationic Fock operator
and are made orthogonal to the occupied orbitals. We can
then use a criterion based on the energies of the MVOs. In
the present calculations, we considered excitations to MVOs
with energies less than −10 hartree. Note that the same set of
MVOs was also used as the scattering orbitals. With this
procedure, we obtained 5232 CSFs for the A� symmetry and
4394 CSFs for the A� symmetry. The use of MVOs to de-
scribe both the particle and scattering orbitals has been
shown to be an efficient way to describe polarization effects
in electron-molecule collisions �27–29�, and we expect it
also to be applicable here.

In order to analyze the role of numerical stability in the
present calculations, we followed a check procedure devel-
oped by Chaudhuri and co-workers �30�. This procedure be-

gins with the diagonalization of the matrix elements of the Ṽ
operator,

Ṽ � QH̄Q + PVP , �7�

where V and P have already been defined and H̄= Ĥ is cal-
culated at a fixed energy, following Ref. �30�. A next step
consists in the identification and elimination of the configu-
rations weakly coupled by this average potential. That is, the
eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues near zero in the

equation Ṽ
�̃m�=vm
�̃m� are eliminated. The �̃m’s are then
used as the new �N+1�-particle basis functions.

As noted earlier, formic acid has a permanent dipole mo-
ment. Our calculated value is 1.71 D, which agrees well with
the experimental value of 1.41 D �25�. To take the long-
range dipole interaction into account in our calculations, we
used the standard Born closure on the scattering amplitude.
The details of the Born closure are as follows �28�. The SMC
amplitude is computed in the body reference frame embed-
ded in the target molecule �this frame allows use of the mo-
lecular symmetry�. The scattering amplitude of the point-
dipole potential, evaluated in the first Born approximation
�FBA�, is also computed in the body frame. Note that we
employed for the point dipole the same orientation and mag-
nitude as the molecular dipole used in the SMC calculations.
These two amplitudes are expanded in partial waves up to
�SMC and then subtracted from each other. The resulting am-
plitude is rotated to the laboratory reference frame, where the
z axis coincides with the incident positron direction �ki
=kiẑ�. In the laboratory frame, a closed form to the point
dipole can be obtained in the FBA. This closed form is added
to the resulting amplitude obtained in the body frame, with
the outcome of this procedure being equivalent to replacing
the low partial waves of the point-dipole FBA amplitude by
the low partial waves obtained by the SMC amplitude. A
small inelasticity is considered here �i.e., ki is slightly differ-
ent from kf�, in order to avoid divergence in the very forward
angle direction. The choice of �SMC is a little complicated,
but is defined by the � which provides differential cross sec-
tions, obtained using the Born closure and the SMC method,

that match for scattering angles above �30°. The idea be-
hind this choice is that the low partial waves are well de-
scribed by the SMC method and the high partial waves are
described by the FBA of the dipole potential. In the present
calculations, we chose �SMC=1 from 0.5 to 2.5 eV, �SMC
=4 from 3 to 4.5 eV, �SMC=5 from 5 to 19 eV, �SMC=6
from 20 to 30 eV, and �SMC=7 at 40 and 50 eV.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Table I and Fig. 2, we show the present experimental
total cross section results for positron scattering from formic
acid. In Fig. 2, we also attempt to determine the positronium
formation threshold for formic acid from our TCS results. To
this end lines of best fit, which seek to highlight at about
what energy the monotonic decrease in the TCS with energy
changes slope, are plotted. In this case, Fig. 2 indicates that
the slope is seen to change at �4.3�0.3 eV. As the first
ionization potential �Vi� for the formic acid monomer and
dimer is 11.4�0.2 eV �25�, and as the general rule �31� is
that the positronium threshold energy �EPs

� can be obtained
from

EPS
= Vi − 6.8 eV, �8�

we find that EPs
=4.6�0.2 eV for formic acid. This value for

the positronium threshold is consistent with that determined
from Fig. 2, so that the energy where the TCS changes slope
is indicative for the positronium channel becoming open. It
is also manifest from Fig. 2 that the opening of this channel
has a significant effect on the magnitude of the TCS above
that threshold energy.

The present experimental and theoretical results are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Our theoretical results with polarization
effects are shown only for energies up to 10 eV. For energies
above 10 eV, the results with polarization display several
pseudoresonances that may be due to the closed channels
that should be open at those energies. The calculated �elastic�
integral cross section qualitatively follows the measured �to-
tal� cross-section data for all energies. The calculated cross
sections obtained in the static and static plus polarization
approximations without considering the Born closure lie be-
low the experimental data. With the inclusion of the dipole
interaction the calculated cross section becomes larger than
the experimental cross section at all energies.

As the elastic SMC calculation, which includes the static,
polarization, and dipole interactions, is the most physical, we
now concentrate our discussion on a quantitative comparison
between it and our experimental TCS results. We begin by
noting that of course it is unphysical for an elastic integral
cross section to be greater in magnitude than the correspond-
ing total cross section �see Fig. 3�. We believe that there are
five possible causes for this observation here, all of which
might be making a contribution. First, as noted earlier in Sec.
II, the present TCSs are not corrected for forward angle scat-
tering effects. If such a correction were possible at this time,
it would have the effect of increasing the magnitude of the
experimental TCS, thereby alleviating, at least in part, this
apparent paradox. Secondly, in the experiment the target was
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a mixture of formic acid monomer and dimer while the cal-
culation was for the monomer alone. This too could explain
in part our current observation as to the magnitude discrep-
ancy between our measurement and our most physical calcu-
lation. Having said that, in the electron channel Gianturco
and Lucchese �7� found that the elastic cross sections for the
dimer tended to be somewhat larger in magnitude than cor-
responding results for the monomer. If this were translated to
the positron case, it would actually increase the observed
disparity. However, this effect is yet to be quantified for pos-
itron scattering, and furthermore, as the dimer abundance is
relatively small, we would anticipate it to be only a second-
order effect in this case. Thirdly, the present calculation cur-
rently does not account for channels, e.g., vibrational excita-
tion, electronic excitation, positronium formation, etc., which
are open in the experiment. We would anticipate that if such
channels could be included, in what would be a very difficult
and computationally expensive calculation, the observed
magnitude discrepancy might also be quantitatively rectified
to some extent. Fourthly, we note that in the experiment, the
formic acid sample exists in a distribution of allowed rota-
tional states �j�, given by the Boltzmann distribution,
whereas the computation is for scattering from only j=0.
This difference might therefore also explain some of the dis-
crepancy observed in Fig. 3 between our measurements and
calculations. Finally, it is well known �32� that the Born clo-
sure approach somewhat overestimates the lower-energy val-
ues of the elastic integral cross section, as the corresponding
differential cross section diverges in the very forward angle
direction. This limitation is not just restricted to the present
work, it was also found earlier by Bouchiha et al. �32� in
their elastic R-matrix electron-methanol results when they
were compared to the experimental total cross-section data
�33�.

Although the electron-formic acid elastic collision cross
section shows a shape resonance in the A� symmetry
�6,8,9,34�, the cross section for positron collision is struc-
tureless and does not show such a resonance. This occurs
because the short-range potential seen by the incoming pos-

itron is dominated by the repulsive nuclear potential. There-
fore, the resulting potential �short range plus angular mo-
mentum barrier� cannot support a shape resonance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported results from a joint theoretical and ex-
perimental study into positron scattering from formic acid.
Good qualitative �shape� agreement, particularly below the
opening of the positronium formation channel, was found
between them, with this comparison highlighting the impor-
tant role played by both polarization and the permanent di-
pole moment of HCOOH in the scattering process. The ex-
perimental results also clearly indicated the importance of
the opening of the positronium formation channel on the
reaction.
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